Abstract. Aiming at the manufacturing process of individualized human body skeleton model in medical rehabilitation engineering, the three dimensional geometry model of human body skeleton model has been reconstructed for based on the image of the bone obtained from the computed tomography (ct) scan using the CAD software. In the Modeling process, the CT scan of the two-dimensional CT images of bone cross section in the online data extract, after interpolation and fitting method to generate a set of closed cross section lines, such as recycled curve skin generate ideal bone surface, and eventually generate human bones of three-dimensional entity model.
Introduction
The 3d reconstruction and visualization of medical image is the basis of computer aided therapy, which is the application of computer graphics and image processing in biomedicine. The three-dimensional reconstruction of medical image is the basic link of surgical operation, instrument manufacturing, medical teaching, telemedicine and remote surgery. Three-dimensional reconstruction of medical image is of great significance to medical surgical technique. Domestic and foreign experts have done a lot of research on the three dimensional reconstruction of medical image [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
In this paper, aiming at human body skeleton model in medical rehabilitation engineering manufacturing and processing of individualized hotspot issues, to the image of the bone obtained from the computed tomography (CT) scan, through CAD modeling software to complete the human body skeleton model of 3 d geometric model reconstruction. In the modeling process, the CT scan of the two-dimensional CT images of bone cross section in the online data extract, after interpolation and fitting method to generate a set of closed cross section lines, such as recycled curve skin generate ideal bone surface, and eventually generate human bones of three-dimensional entity model.
Human Skeleton Reconstruction Plan
In reverse engineering, the reconstruction of the three-dimensional model of the entity is the most critical and complicated part of the whole process. 3d human body skeleton model reconstruction needs first to human bone CT/core magnetic scanning, obtain CT images of human bone, and bone fault lines extracted from CT images, the contour data import 3 d modeling software to generate spline curve, for a period of bones need to generate multiple spline curve, using 3 d software of surface generation function to generate a closed surface, and then recycled into bone entity CAD model, namely the complete 3D reconstruction of human bones, the last remaining for the 3d printing and CNC processing software can identify the file format. The technical route of human skeleton reconstruction is shown in figure 1 . 
3D Reconstruction of Human Skeleton
The 3D entity modeling process is illustrated with the fourth breast cone in human body. The SIMENS CT machine was used and shown in Figure 2 . The CT scanning images of the fourth breast cone in the human body is shown in Figure 3 . The front and side scan of the body of the 4th breast cone are shown in Figure 4 . First, image recognition of human bone scan images in Figure 2 and 3 is used to extract data of bone cross section line. The thoracic cone cross section and the frontal section line extracted from a CT scan images are shown in Figure 5 . After continuous extraction of the cross-section line data and error removal of the cross section line data, the data of all cross section lines are imported into the three-dimensional modeling software Solidworks after processing. According to CT scan spacing in the software generates a series of parallel standard surface, then the layer section line data generation closed spline curve, the generated part of the cross section line as shown in Figure 6 .a. The finally completed a chest cone spline curve is shown in Figure 6 . b. Finally, a complete 3d physical model of human breast cone is generated by the skin of the cross-section line and the three-dimensional entity model is shown in Figure 5 . This process can be repeated with the three-dimensional solid model of the complete human spinal cone bone, and the three-dimensional reconstruction of human vertebrae based on Ct scan images is shown in Figure 6 . The reconstructed human vertebrae bone 3D model can be used in the production of teaching models, 3D printers and subsequent titanium alloy bone parts to provide the original model. 
Conclusion
In this paper, aiming at human body skeleton model in medical rehabilitation engineering manufacturing and processing of individualized hotspot issues, to the image of the bone obtained from the computed tomography (ct) scan, through CAD modeling software to complete the human body skeleton model of 3D geometric model reconstruction. Modeling process, the CT scan of the two-dimensional CT images of bone cross section in the online data extract, after interpolation and fitting method to generate a set of closed cross section lines, such as recycled curve skin generate ideal bone surface, and eventually generate human bones of three-dimensional entity model.
